Argument:
Intro: establishes ethos
- minister
- Dr. R's theology
Audience = other ministers
Where I'm from Birmingham?
- SCLC / A C M H R
- Like Paul & prophets
9:5 Concession
9:6, 7, 8 negative rhetoric - ugly, brutal, brutal, brutal
- Jesus
9:7 Socrates 9:25 Jesus
- it's his friends
- Jesus
- Logos - not in unjust
- hitler example
- Rogers - M O R A C S

Tone:
- calculative
- reasonable
- informative
- frank
- urgency/passion
- emphatic
- forceful
- consistent
- disappointment (guilt)
- righteous anger
- hopes?

Devices:
- Biblical allusions (St. Paul)
- Rhetorical:"s
- Concession (humoring argument)
- 9:14 anecdote
- 9:14 quoted ("too long..."
- Historical/Patternic allusions
- Jesus: gain vs difference
- "in the long run"
- Literary allusion
- I. S. Blist